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Abstract—Computational storage adds computing to storage devices, providing potential benefits in offload, data-reduction, and lower energy. Successful computational SSD architectures should match growing flash bandwidth, which in turn requires high SSD DRAM memory bandwidth. This creates a memory wall scaling problem, resulting from SSDs’ stringent power and cost constraints.

A survey of recent computational SSD research shows that many computational storage offloads are suited to stream computing. To exploit this opportunity, we propose a novel general-purpose computational SSD and core architecture, called ASSASIN (Architecture Support for Stream computing to Accelerate Computational Storage). ASSASIN provides a unified set of compute engines between SSD DRAM and the flash array. This eliminates the SSD DRAM bottleneck by enabling direct computing on flash data streams. ASSASIN further employs a crossbar to achieve performance even when flash data layout is uneven and preserve independence for page layout decisions in the flash translation layer. With stream buffers and scratchpad memories, ASSASIN core’s memory hierarchy and instruction set extensions provide superior low-latency access at low-power and effectively keep streaming flash data out of the in-SSD cache-DRAM memory hierarchy, thereby solving the memory wall.

Evaluation shows that ASSASIN delivers 1.5x - 2.4x speedup for offloaded functions compared to state-of-the-art computational SSD architectures. Further, ASSASIN’s streaming approach yields 2.0x power efficiency and 3.2x area efficiency improvement. And these performance benefits at the level of computational SSDs translate to 1.1x - 1.5x end-to-end speedups on data analytics workloads.
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I. INTRODUCTION

The extraordinary scaling of NAND flash [1] drives rapid increase in capacity and bandwidth of SSDs. Leading enterprise SSDs can reach 6.95 GB/s and 900K IOPS [2], and even consumer SSDs exceed 7 GB/s and 690K IOPS [3]. These performance advances make SSDs essential to high performance data-intensive applications in data centers. This shifting performance balance in data centers is driving a rethink of the relationship between storage and compute to ensure that compute can keep up with the storage scaling.

One approach is disaggregated storage, as shown in Figure 1 (center). This approach allows separate scaling of compute to match the improving flash bandwidths. However, this approach drastically increases the compute requirements for both packet and data processing. Further, the bandwidth requirement of the interconnect between compute and disaggregated storage must also scale with the flash bandwidth, increasing the chance of interconnect becoming a hot spot in the system. Moreover, disaggregated storage does not address the aggressive scaling of the flash array inside a SSD to expose its growing bandwidth currently bottlenecked by the SSD interface [4].

As a result, recent innovation [5], [6] and research [4], [7]–[16] explore computational SSDs [17], building on work dating back to the 1990s [18], [19]. Computational SSD embeds computation capabilities (E) in SSDs (D) as shown in Figure 1 (right), enabling early data filtering and computation scaling to address the SSD interface, interconnect and CPU compute bottlenecks.

However, matching computing performance to growing flash bandwidth inside a computational SSD is challenging. Specifically, performance must be delivered within the stringent power constraints of an SSD device (less than 5W [3]). In Section III, we show that compute performance of the typical computational SSD architecture shared by state-of-the-art general-purpose systems [8], [10], [11], [13], [20] is limited by the SSD DRAM, akin to the memory wall in CPUs. As a result, we explore a novel computational SSD architecture that addresses the memory wall problem without the loss of generality (independence of flash data placement and management to support both conventional SSD read/write requests as well as diverse computational storage functions concurrently). This novel general-purpose architecture delivers low-cost, low-power and high-performance computing inside a SSD.

We start with a broad study of storage offloads, searching for shared workload properties that could be exploited. The
study shows that many computational storage functions can be implemented in a stream computing fashion. To exploit this insight, we propose ASSASIN (Architecture Support for Stream computing to Accelerate computatIoNal Storage), a novel general-purpose computational SSD architecture that enables computation directly on data that are streaming in and out of flash channels. ASSASIN includes new memory structures and operations (as an instruction set extension) that increase computing efficiency on streaming storage data.

Specific contributions of the paper include:

- Analysis of 14 computational storage functions from 22 research studies, showing that most computational storage functions are feasible with stream computing.
- A novel SSD architecture – ASSASIN – that provides unified computing engines between the flash array and SSD DRAM, eliminating the SSD DRAM bottleneck by enabling general-purpose computing on flash data streams, while preserving the independence of the flash translation layer to determine SSD data layout and page mapping, and thus the generality.
- A novel core architecture – ASSASIN Core – that efficiently processes flash data chunks, using stream buffers and a scratchpad memory. The mechanisms and instruction set provide superior low-latency access at low-power and enable programs to keep the flash data out of the SSD cache-DRAM hierarchy.

The paper is organized as follows. We cover the background on SSD architecture and NAND flash in Section II. Our motivation is then detailed in Section III, where the memory wall problem inside computational SSDs is raised. We conduct workload studies in Section IV for shared properties to address this memory wall. Our ASSASIN SSD architecture and ASSASIN core architecture are discussed in Section V, which we further evaluate in Section VI. Related work is discussed in Section VII. We summarize and identify directions for future work in Section VIII.

II. Background

A. Solid-state drive architecture

As shown in Figure 2, an SSD is composed of several flash chips organized in multiple channels, a DRAM chip and a controller chip. The controller chip comprises a firmware processor, a host interface controller, a DRAM controller and one flash controller for each flash channel.

The firmware processor runs the flash translation layer (FTL). FTL maintains the mapping between logical block addresses and physical block addresses. A physical block address specifies a physical location composed of a flash chip ID and the specific location inside the chip. FTL would consider both flash’s read/write/erase granularity and the wear-leveling policy.

The flash chips organized in multiple channels are managed by the flash controllers, one per channel. The firmware processor would issue requests to the flash controller in charge to access a specific flash chip. And the flash controller would respond with the required flash page if needed. The flash chips of the same channel share the same bus but operate independently. It is firmware and flash controllers’ responsibility to exploit the operation interleaving opportunities among the flash chips sharing the same channel, analogous to the notion of ranks and rank-level parallelism in the memory system.

There is a DRAM chip in high-performance SSDs serving as a buffer to store both page data relevant to recent requests from/to flash controllers and request queues between the firmware and flash controllers. It also buffers FTL-related data structures for the firmware.

The host interface controller implements the storage protocol the SSD would use to communicate with the host, e.g. SATA, NVMe, etc. The firmware running on the firmware processor would pull requests and send responses from/to the host via this host interface controller.

B. NAND flash

We look deeper into the underlying NAND flash internals and flash interface. This is detailed in Figure 3. NAND flash is composed of multiple (B in the figure) erase blocks. Each block is an array of floating-gate MOSFET transistors sharing the substrate. The transistors on the same row sharing a selection line form the smallest read or program granularity which is called an flash page.

The NAND flash interacts with external entities with the page register through the flash interface. During a page read process, the selected row is first loaded into the page register, and the page streams out in a word-by-word (either 8b or 16b...
fashion. During a page write process, data stream into the page register first, and the page register is used to program a specific row in the array. ONFI [21] is the standardization effort on the flash interface. The newest version as of writing is 5.0 which supports up to 2400 MT/s at the interface.

III. Motivation and the Problem

A. A Motivating Example

Let us consider an exemplar function, Filter, offloaded to computational storage from data analytics workload to understand the performance characteristics inside the state-of-the-art general-purpose computational SSD architecture shown in Figure 4, which is employed in multiple computational SSD studies [8], [11], [13], [15], [22]–[24].

The function filters tuples based on given predicates on certain fields. Tuples come from the database (to be specific, TPC-H lineitem table) stored in the SSD flash array of which the schema is known and no parsing is needed. This Filter function features early data reduction benefits when carried out with computational SSD because unselected data would not come out of the SSD interface. Further, the function features tuple-level parallelism, such that it is easy to exploit scaled-out compute engines inside SSD for high performance. Each engine could process tuples in a small batch of flash pages. Thus, this Filter function is suitable for offload to computational SSDs, and is considered in most computational storage studies (see Table I).

In the state-of-the-art general-purpose computational SSD architecture as shown in Figure 4, offloaded functions execute on compute engines (embedded-class cores). Data is first staged in the SSD DRAM, and then accessed by compute engines through the cache-DRAM memory hierarchy for processing. With a 1GHz in-order RISC-V scalar core on top of a 32KB 8-way L1 data cache and a 256KB 16-way L2 cache, the offloaded Filter function runs at 0.63 GB/s. Simulation done with Gem5 [25] with cache performance measured through Cacti [26] @ 14nm.

Although the Filter function is light on computing intensity, the achieved performance is far from the bandwidth of a flash channel (1.6GB/s or 3.2 GB/s depending on channel width as defined in ONFI 4.2 [21]). Digging deeper, we find that the performance is hindered by memory access stalls, as shown in the cycle decomposition detailed in Figure 5. Even if we assume the L1 cache is tiny (no extra delay for memory accesses) but perfect (no cache misses except compulsory). Compulsory misses and DRAM accesses would still slow down the performance by three times.

At the SSD level, let us consider the setting of eight 8-bit flash channels delivering 12.8GB/s to maximally utilize the current and future NVMe over PCIe storage interface (4 lanes of PCIe 4.0 peak at 8GB/s). The memory bandwidth requirement of the SSD DRAM is at least 25.6GB/s (read pages from flash controllers into DRAM, and compute engines read pages from DRAM to perform in-SSD computing). This is shown with blue arrows in Figure 4). The full requirement will be higher, as there is additional traffic for writing the in-SSD computing results or firmware DRAM access needs. These requirements exceed the capabilities of LPDDR4 DRAM used in current SSD products [3], and even exceeds a DDR4 DRAM of 16GB/s sustained bandwidth.

B. The Problem

Our example illustrates the memory wall problem inside a computational SSD. State-of-the-art computational SSDs read data from the flash array into the SSD DRAM. And compute elements then process these data on DRAM through the cache. This makes SSD DRAM bandwidth a critical performance limit for hosting both compute and flash traffics. As flash bandwidth scales, so must the computation, producing increasing demands on DRAM bandwidth and creating a hot spot in the SSD architecture.

CPU solutions to the memory wall, including caching and increase on memory parallelism (multi-channel or HBM), do not readily apply. Caches do not work well for streaming data due to low reuse. Increased memory parallelism is both expensive and high-power. These costly CPU approaches are not viable in the extremely cost and power-sensitive SSD storage space (backbone of modern data centers).

The computing and memory hierarchy architecture inside computational SSDs should be lightweight but effective. It should enable compute engines inside to access data with low latency, low power, but high bandwidth. It should also feature moderate consumption of silicon resources. We dive into the workloads for insights that may help us resolve the memory wall problem in computational SSDs.
Table I: Functions from different application domains proposed for computational storage

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>File system</th>
<th>Database</th>
<th>Other</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Access [22]</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>x</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ActiveFlash [13]</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>x</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Aurora [6]</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>x</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Azure [27]</td>
<td>x</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Biscuit [15]</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>x</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BlockIF [23]</td>
<td>x</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Caribou [14]</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>x</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CIDER [28]</td>
<td>x</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DedupInSSD [29]</td>
<td>x</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DeepStore [30]</td>
<td>x</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Glist [31]</td>
<td>x</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Grafboost [32]</td>
<td>x</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ibex [7]</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>x</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IceClave [20]</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>x</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Insider [24]</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>x</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lepton [33]</td>
<td>x</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MithriLog [34]</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>x</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Query [35]</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>x</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Skyhook [36]</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>x</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Summarizer [11]</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>x</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Thrifty [37]</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>x</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>YourSQL [8]</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>x</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table II: Stream computing implementation of computational storage functions

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Streaming</th>
<th>Function States</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Cryptography</td>
<td>Data blocks / Code blocks, Keys &amp; GF table</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Decompress</td>
<td>Data and dictionary indexes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Deduplicate</td>
<td>Data blocks, Block metadata</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Erasure coding</td>
<td>Data blocks / Code blocks, Galois Field (GF) table</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Replicate</td>
<td>Data &amp; Replicates, Flags</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Filter</td>
<td>Tuples, Flags</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Select</td>
<td>Tuples, Model parameters</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Parse</td>
<td>Tuples, State machines</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Statistics</td>
<td>Tuples, Accumulators</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NN Training</td>
<td>Training data, Model parameters</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NN Inference</td>
<td>Inference input, Model parameters</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Graph Analysis</td>
<td>Edge list, Vertex list, Statistics</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Different implementations all have an explicit upper bound on the history size, which also limits the size of an additional suffix tree or a hash table for indexing this dynamic dictionary. Deduplication is similar to compression except the dictionary being metadata on seen blocks. For erasure coding, it reads in multiple streams of data blocks and generates extra coded blocks through various Galois field operations before streaming out. There are no states but a Galois field multiplication lookup table used across erasure coding operations for different blocks.

For database functions like Filter, Select, Parse, these workloads feature a highly parallel nature where computation is applied to each row of data independently. As a result,
aside from temporaries and streaming input/output of table data and results, there are no function states for state transfers. It is similar for the Statistics function which generates statistical summaries from data tuples, it only needs additional accumulators as the function states.

For neural network training and inference, it is sensible for either a general-purpose processor or an accelerator to keep weights of the model stationary in fast-and-close memory (e.g. scratchpads) and streaming in the inference or training data. And for graph analysis, we can also stream the edge list or vertex list while performing updates on the statistics kept in close memory. We summarized how functions are mapped to stream computing in Table II.

V. ASSASIN DESIGN

Inspired by the shared workload property of streaming, we design ASSASIN to achieve efficient inline stream computing on data going in and out of the flash array. ASSASIN keeps these streams out of the cache-DRAM hierarchy, efficiently avoiding the SSDs’ memory wall.

A. ASSASIN SSD: Stream computing between flash controllers and DRAM

The ASSASIN SSD architecture is shown in Figure 6. Contrast to a regular SSD architecture as shown in Figure 2, ASSASIN adds scalable stream computing cores (ASSASIN cores) on the SSD controller chip logically between the SSD DRAM and the flash array. ASSASIN cores carry out offloaded functions as inline stream computing on the data stream (denoted by the blue arrows in Figure 6) between SSD DRAM and the flash array. Note that flash controllers hide the electrical complexity of flash, such that ASSASIN cores can be implemented with standard CMOS VLSI methodologies.

Comparing to the state-of-the-art general-purpose computational SSD architecture as shown in Figure 4, where compute engines fetch storage data through a traditional cache-DRAM memory system only after data are first staged in SSD DRAM, ASSASIN saves at least half of the SSD DRAM traffic. Further, function offloads to computational storage often reduce data (read) or increment data (write), generating system benefit by decreasing traffic at the storage interface. ASSASIN allows these functions to be implemented between SSD DRAM and the flash array via ASSASIN cores, harvesting these traffic reduction benefits for the SSD DRAM as well. As a result, ASSASIN SSD architecture largely reduces SSD DRAM traffic and bandwidth requirement, addressing the memory bottleneck issue raised in Section III.

ASSASIN also differs significantly from proposed application-specific computational SSD architectures (Figure 7) that add specialized compute engines to each channel/controller or to each flash die [30], [37], [39]. ASSASIN has two key advantages: First, ASSASIN flexibly shares compute engines across the SSD with a crossbar interconnect, delivering robust performance even with uneven data distribution across channels. Second, ASSASIN’s crossbar interconnect enables aggregating pages from different channels and presenting them to the compute engines. This allows FTL placement and management decisions to be completely independent (and thus, no customized FTL is required for ASSASIN). As a result, ASSASIN can support flexible interleaving of read/write requests that do not exploit computational storage with computational storage operations.

B. ASSASIN core: Efficient Streaming

An ASSASIN core is based on a general-purpose core (like the firmware processor) but extends it in following aspects. Hybrid hierarchy for inline streaming. Each ASSASIN core employs a hybrid memory hierarchy consisting of input/output streambuffers, a scratchpad and a cache, as shown in Figure 8. Input and output streambuffers are for low-latency storage stream access. Scratchpad is tightly integrated with core pipeline and thus offers low-latency random access to function state. The cache which is further backed by SSD DRAM is for holding data structures larger than scratchpad’s limit (i.e. a fallback capacity memory).

Stream buffer under a microscope. As drawn in Figure 8, a stream buffer can hold up to S streams. For each stream, there is a circular buffer with the capacity of P flash pages. Here, P and S are both microarchitecture parameters. There are two pointers on each circular buffer, Head and Tail, which are both control status registers (CSR) of an ASSASIN core. Head points to a core’s current position on the stream. The word at the Head position could be easily prefetched into
Table III: Instruction set extension for stream access and management

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Instruction</th>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Instruction format [31:0]</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

Figure 8: ASSASIN core

Figure 9: Software stack extensions for ASSASIN

D. ASSASIN Programming Model

Software stack extensions. Generally, computational SSD requests are specified in the form of ‘(compute, pData, List[List[objects]])’. ‘compute’ represents a stream computing function, the specification of which is detailed in the third part of this subsection. ‘pData’ is a host pointer to either input data for write-path computational SSD requests or the destination to store the results for read-path computational SSD requests. The 2-dimensional array specifies the logical page addresses (LPA) that the output stream(s) of a write-path offloaded function should be written to or that form the input stream(s) for a read-path function. And the size of the outer dimension corresponds to the number of input/output streams. A computational SSD request would be wrapped as a new NVMe command ‘scomp’, as shown in Figure 9.

If upper-layer applications would rather specify compute inputs in List[List[objects]], a storage engine would be responsible of transforming that into List[List[objects]]. This is the original responsibility a storage engine (a file system or a DBMS storage engine) would assume even without computational storage, so no changes are required here. Further, this is where task decomposition would take place to exploit the task-level parallelism through the multiple ASSASIN cores at the SSD-level. Large compute requests...
Listing 1: ‘compute’ specified as a function

```c
void compute(char* scratchpad) {
    while (true) { // An iteration processes one object, e.g. a tuple.
        char input = StreamLoad(0, 1); // InStreamId == 0, width == 1.
        char output; // Compute on input or fetch more data from input stream to produce output.
        // Maybe also use scratchpad in the process.
        // ...
        StreamStore(0, 1, output); // OutStreamId = 0, width = 1.
    } // The loop ends when StreamLoad hangs, i.e. input stream is exhausted.
    // Firmware would reset ASSASIN core (PC & pipeline) before next compute request starts.
}
```

can be decomposed into multiple smaller ones with consistent splitting of each object/LPA stream.

**ASSASIN core management in the firmware.** Following the insights of control plane and data plane separation [24], the firmware processor (as shown in Figure 6) runs firmware (i.e. the control plane) independent of compute-oriented ISA/uArch innovations employed by ASSASIN cores. Compared to conventional SSDs, the firmware is extended with the capability of managing ASSASIN core resources. This includes schedule stream computing on any ASSASIN core and schedule page read and write to/from any input/output streambuffer.

As shown in Figure 10, the firmware periodically checks control status registers (Head/Tail for each ISB and OSB) of each ASSASIN core, performing state transitions (hanging avoids overflow) and schedules pages in and out streambuffers. This is where the construction of streams from pages at specified LPAs in computational storage requests (see the first part of this subsection) takes place. ASSASIN cores only process streams, without the need of knowing any flash array data layout or LPAs (preserving generality). The management process is similar to that of in-DRAM buffers which firmware originally assumes, thus no new challenges are involved.

**Specify streaming ‘compute’.** ‘compute’ needs to be written in a streaming fashion, as shown in Listing 1. It reads from the input data stream(s) using StreamLoad instructions, performs required computation and appends output to the output data stream(s) via StreamStore instructions.

For existing applications, offload functions will in general need to be rewritten in a streaming fashion with ASSASIN ISA extension instructions (wrapped in intrinsics for high-level programming languages). However, compiler support to automate this task is feasible via automatic streaming access pattern identifications [41].

**VI. EVALUATION**

We simulate several computational storage kernels and full-system TPC-H data-analytics pipelines and compare ASSASIN against state-of-the-art SSD architectures.

---

**A. Methodology**

**Configurations.** We compare six computational SSDs that differ in compute engines and their integration in the SSD architecture, as summarized in Table IV. In other aspects the SSDs are similar, employing an 8-channel flash array (each channel has 1GB/s read/write performance), a 2GB LPDDR5 DRAM [3] (8GB/s effective bandwidth), and a PCIe Gen4 x4 host interface. In all cases, the host CPU driving the computational SSD is four-core eight-thread with 32GB main memory.

Compute engines in each SSD (except the UDP, see Table IV) are eight in-order scalar RISC-V cores with different memory hierarchies. RISC-V cores are selected because of the availability of open-source designs (we use ibex cores [44]) and toolchain [45]. **Baseline**, as drawn in Figure 4, represents state-of-the-art general-purpose computational SSD architecture [8], [11], [13], [15], [22]–[24], where compute engines fetch data from SSD DRAM before computing on it. The other variants (Prefetch, AssasinSp, AssasinSb and AssasinSb$) add varied memory hierarchies at each core. **Prefetch** adds a prefetcher from...
Table IV: Configurations of in-SSD compute engines

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Data Source</th>
<th>ISA</th>
<th>#Cores</th>
<th>Frequency</th>
<th>MemArch per Core, 32KB L1I omitted</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Baseline</td>
<td>DRAM (8GB/s)</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>1 GHz</td>
<td>L1D: 32KB, 8 way, 64B cache line</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>RISCV32IM</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>L2: 256KB, 16 way, 64B cache line</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UDP [42]</td>
<td>DRAM (8GB/s)</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>1 GHz</td>
<td>256KB scratchpad</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Prefetch</td>
<td>DRAM (8GB/s)</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>1 GHz</td>
<td>L1D: 32KB, 8 way, 64B cache line</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>RISCV32IM</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>L2: 256KB, 16 way, 64B cache line</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>DCPTPrefetcher [43] (best among Gem5 prefetchers)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AssassinSp</td>
<td>Scratchpad</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>1 GHz</td>
<td>64KB scratchpad</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>64KB I + 64KB O ping-pong scratchpads</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AssassinSb</td>
<td>Streambuffer</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>1 GHz</td>
<td>64KB scratchpad</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>RISCV32IM</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>64KB I + 64KB O streambuffer (S=8 P=2)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>+Stream ISA</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AssassinSb$</td>
<td>Streambuffer</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>1 GHz</td>
<td>64KB scratchpad, 32KB 8W L1D</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>RISCV32IM</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>64KB I + 64KB O streambuffer (S=8 P=2)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>+Cache</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

SSD DRAM for latency reduction. There are three ASSASIN variations. In AssassinSp, conventional Scratchpads are used to double-buffer storage data in a ‘ping-pong’ fashion. Storage data is fetched from flash into the ‘pong’ scratchpad, bypassing the SSD DRAM while the compute engines process data already in the ‘ping’ scratchpad and vice versa. AssassinSb employs a Streambuffer which not only enables direct computation on storage data streams bypassing SSD DRAM, but also automatically manages the stream pointers through the core-level stream ISA extension (Section V-B). AssassinSb$ adds a data cache (backed by DRAM) for increased flexibility, with graceful degradation if the scratchpad size is not large enough for offload functions’ needs of random access.

UDP [42], designed to accelerate data analytics, represents another dimension of computational SSD architectures [7], [14], [28], [30], [34], [39] where application- or domain-specific accelerator(s) are employed. A UDP lane computes using a private scratchpad. The firmware processor copies data to be processed from SSD DRAM into these scratchpads.

Simulation. We adopt a hybrid simulation methodology as shown in Figure 11. Gem5 [25] is employed to model different memory hierarchy configurations and the compute performance of each. MQSim [46] is used to model flash performance. By combining one of the best simulators of the two worlds, the simulation results should be representative.

Gem5 is extended with scratchpad and streambuffer module [47] that features single cycle access to model AssassinSp, AssassinSb, and AssassinSb$ configurations. And the best-performant prefetcher, DCPTPrefetcher [43], in our benchmark is employed to evaluate Prefetch. At the same time of the simulation, access to scratchpads or streambuffers are traced to generate timed page-level IO traces which are further used as inputs to MQSim. Extended MQSim [48] simulates SSD internals and calculates the completion of each IO request, which we use to retime the computing process simulated by Gem5, i.e. adding additional latency if a page doesn’t come out of the flash as early as compute engines modeled by Gem5 first access the specific page.

For UDP, UDPSim [42], the cycle-accurate simulator, is used instead of Gem5, but the SSD simulation and retiming by MQSim is the same.

Workload. We first evaluate ASSASIN with four standalone function offload to a computational SSD: Statistics, RAID4 erasure coding, RAID6 erasure coding, AES encryption. Each of these functions is in its own an application. And we program these functions in C++ through the programming model we discussed in Section V-D.

Then we consider TPC-H [49], which featured in much computational storage research [7], [8], [11], [13]–[15], [24], [36]. Our SparkSQL implementation [50] of TPC-H offloads Parse, Select and Filter operation through the datasource API [51] to computational storage simulated with Gem5 or UDPSim [42]. Here we assume that the storage containing the TPC-H data would employ systematic coding (as in most erasure coded systems) so that source data are available even after coding, and that erasure coding blocks are large, reducing the boundary overhead (piecing together an object across SSDs/nodes).

B. Single-function offload

We evaluate the performance of different computational SSD configurations running Stat (summing a column), RAID4 and RAID6 erasure coding and AES encryption over the same 8 GiB data array serialized in binary flatly

![Figure 13: Throughput of offloaded standalone functions](image-url)
With the best prefetcher from Gem5, Prefetch is effective on reducing access latency. However, it only brings limited performance improvement because of the memory wall. The theoretically required DRAM bandwidth of Stat and RAID4 exceed what the LPDDR5 DRAM offers (∼8 GB/s), leading to stalls for Prefetch. AssasinSp and AssasinSb address the memory wall issue through bypassing DRAM with Ping-Pong scratchpads or streambuffers, which leads to 1.3x-2.0x speedup for the first three functions and little to none memory bandwidth requirement. AssasinSb further outperforms AssasinSp by 10% on these cases with the stream ISA extension that enables automatic stream pointer management. AssasinSb and AssasinSb$ achieve the same performance as function states all fit in the scratchpad. Effectively the L1D cache provides no benefit (is not exercised by the program).

Please note that Stat, RAID4, RAID6 and AES are a sequence of functions with progressively greater computation intensity (ops per bytes). Generally, ASSASIN gives greater benefit for less compute-intensive functions, alleviating a memory bottleneck. As compute intensity increases, computing becomes the performance bottleneck. But it’s worth pointing out that by employing acceleration, some originally compute-intensive functions (e.g. AES-NI for AES) could become memory-intensive and thus benefit from ASSASIN.

C. Database function pipeline offload

Now we look at computational SSD offload of a database function pipeline consisting of Parse, Select and Filter (PSF) from TPC-H workload with scaling factor 10 (∼10GiB data), the system architecture of which is shown in Figure 12. Performance of offloaded functions is detailed in Figure 14. UDP ISA [42] employs multiway dispatch and instructions that fuse operations to accelerate branch executions and unstructured data computation. This is the reason that UDP achieves on average (GeoMean) 1.3x speedup on offloaded PSF database function pipeline (this workload is well supported by UDP ISA specialization) over the Baseline.

On the other hand, we consider the progression of changes on Baseline’s memory hierarchy while keeping general-purpose cores. PSF, bottlenecked by the Parse function, is moderate in terms of compute intensity. Prefetch achieves small speedup averaging (GeoMean) at 15% by hiding DRAM latency for accessing storage data. Adopting the idea of inline computation of storage data streams, AssasinSp matches UDP’s speedup without UDP’s exotic ISA customization. This comes from the low latency access to function states as well as storage data streams. Finally, both AssasinSb and AssasinSb$ further improve performance by 18% through the use of streambuffers and the stream ISA extension that eliminates the address calculations and pointer management instructions. This is 1.5x - 1.8x higher throughput than Baseline. The variation in speedup generally reflects the memory intensity of each offloaded pipeline.

Finally, we look into the overall data analytics performance...
for all 26 TPC-H queries, which stacks the host compute latency and computational SSD latency together. We also include the pure-CPU performance without computational SSD offload for comparison which essentially represents disaggregated storage architecture. Figure 15 details overall latency. Comparing to the Baseline, AssasinSb’s 1.5x - 1.8x higher performance on in-storage compute translates to 1.1x - 1.5x end-to-end speedup which averages (GeoMean) at 1.3x. And please notice this is on top of the 1.9x speedup Baseline already brings over the no-computational-SSD pure-host-CPU (i.e. disaggregated storage) scenario.

D. Performance scalability

The ASSASIN SSD features an all-to-all interconnect between ASSASIN cores and flash channels (through flash controllers) as discussed in Section V-C to enable flexible performance scaling. Here we evaluate scalability and whether the crossbar interconnect potentially creates hot spots at a flash channel or causes ASSASIN cores to stall and wait for requested storage data. We consider a dummy workload where each ASSASIN core (AssasinSb variation) scans each byte of input, using the TPC-H datasets. If input data is always available, a 1 GHz core achieves 1 GB/s.

Various numbers of ASSASIN cores are considered to evaluate scalability. Figure 16 shows the achieved compute throughput of the computational SSD during scaling. Figure 17 shows the corresponding core utilization (normalized by the ideal utilization, derived by considering nominal bandwidth relationships between cores and channels). As shown, the interconnect allows linear scaling of compute performance until bounded by flash array throughput (8GB/s in total). Cores have high utilization, more than 98%, reflecting that the flash array and the interconnect deliver pages in time to keep the cores busy. Further, flash channels also feature balanced high throughput as shown in Figure 18. This is because independent FTL (FTL modeled by MQSim is employed here) already aims to distribute pages evenly across the channels for better storage performance, separate from computational SSD considerations.

E. Sensitivity to flash array data layout skew

We further evaluate ASSASIN’s (AssasinSb variation) performance sensitivity to flash array data layout skew, which is defined as ($D_i$ denotes the amount of the to-be-processed data in the i-th channel): $Skew = \frac{1}{n-1} \max_i \left( \frac{D_i}{\text{avg}(D_i)} \right)$ $Skew \in [0, 1]$

ASSASIN with the SSD-level crossbar interconnect to redistribute flash data to compute engines is compared with the alternative architecture (Figure 7) from application-specific computational storage [30], [37], [39]. Ignoring FTL generality issues of the alternative architecture discussed in Figure 7 and Section V-A, ASSASIN cores are switched in at each channel to perform channel-local compute. Four layouts with varied skew for requested data are evaluated (from low skew ($Skew=0.25$) to extreme skew ($Skew=1$)) in additional to the no skew
Figure 20: Timing for ASSASIN MemArch extensions (SB = Streambuffer, SP=Scratchpad)

Figure 21: Throughput after timing adjustment (TPC-H is GeoMean across queries)

F. Clock-speed benefits and adjusted performance

To assess the clock-speed benefits of ASSASIN’s streaming architecture, we implement the ISA extension described in Section V-B, using SystemVerilog and with SAED14nm [52]. The implemented streambuffer (for AssasinSb) provides 1B-64B access to the stream heads in the ‘MEM’ pipeline stage of each ASSASIN core. As a comparison, scratchpads (for AssasinSp) with varied widths (8B for a scalar core, 64B for SIMD extensions) and sizes are implemented.

Our results (see Figure 20) show AssasinSb’s streambuffer achieves 0.5ns per cycle even with a wide, i.e. 64B, interface provisioned for SIMD. A small and prefetched FIFO, built upon restricted streaming semantics (head-only) of ‘StreamLoad’ and ‘StreamStore’ instructions, on top of streambuffer with coarse-grained (128B aligned) accesses is the key to this high speed.

In contrast, the scratchpad implementations are significantly slower because they require random access (large MUXes / access trees). At 64KB, the scratchpad even with a narrow 8B interface, requires 2 cycles for each access in a 1GHz core. Thus, AssasinSp where most accesses are served by the scratchpads would take performance penalty.

We consider these results in the context of a RISC-V core, with a classical five-stage pipeline (IF, DE/RR, EX, MEM, WB). In this design, the prefetch FIFO for the streambuffer is added where the dcache access would occur. Substituting dcache to much faster streambuffer allows the clock period to be reduced by 11% (the critical path shifts to ‘IF’). On the other hand, scratchpads would have to be timed for 2-cycle accesses, and without any cycle time benefits.

Finally, we adjust the performance based on above findings, as shown in Figure 21. Overall, AssasinSb’s throughput improves to 1.5x-2.4x (from 1.4-2.1x) over Baseline, resulting from the cycle time reduction. AssasinSp, with one additional cycle needed for scratchpads’ accesses, degrades to only 1.1x-1.4 (from 1.3 to 2x). In short, on top of the DRAM bypassing feature, AssasinSb’s streaming memory architecture and instructions delivers a further 1.5x increase in performance.

G. Power and area efficiency

We evaluate the cost of the in-SSD computing engines and their memory hierarchy in terms of power and silicon area of different configurations. Synopsys design compiler and 14nm SAED technology library [52] are used to evaluate the costs of logic. The in-order RISC-V cores we use in baseline and ASSASIN (i.e. AssasinSb variation) are based on ibex [44]. For UDP, we evaluate with its SystemVerilog-based ASIC implementation. And Cacti [26] is used for caches, streambuffers and scratchpads.
The power and silicon area costs for subcomponents and three evaluated configurations are summarized in Table V. One thing worth pointing out is that a L1 cache or similar-size SRAM are at the same order of magnitude with the compute logic of a core in area and power. This shows the significance of memory hierarchy innovation as pursued by ASSASIN. The speedup over baseline, relative power efficiency (speedup per unit power) and relative area efficiency (speedup per unit area) of each configuration are plotted in Figure 22. ASSASIN (i.e. AssasinSb) achieves 2.0x and 3.2x higher power and area efficiency comparing to Baseline through its streambuffer and scratchpad based memory hierarchy and streaming instruction-set extension. And ASSASIN(i.e. AssasinSb) with general-purpose RISCV cores also outperforms a UDP accelerator which employs an exotic customized ISA for unstructured data processing.

### VII. RELATED WORK

Pioneering work includes “Active Storage” in the 1990s [18], [19] that focused on rotating hard disks in a single system, not the modern context of shared cloud storage services with high-performance flash SSDs. More recent efforts study computational storage in SSD systems. Some propose general [11], [22]–[24] or application-specific (i.e. data analytics) [8], [13], [15] software architecture on top of general-purpose hardware architectures as shown in Figure 4. Others propose application-specific hardware and associated software architectures for deduplication [28], [29], key-value storage [10], [14], deep learning [30], [37], graph analytics [31], [32], and data analytics [7], [9], [34] in computational SSDs. Such studies showcase the benefits of offloading (comparing to non-offloading) or application-specific hardware customization, but give little insight as what computation structures/properties enables system efficiency when employing computational SSD and how to build general-purpose hardware architecture support (with associated software architecture adaptations) based on these properties, which is the essence of our ASSASIN study.

#### General-purpose hardware architecture for computational SSD


These software and system architecture advancement are all based on the general-purpose hardware architecture for computational SSDs where compute engines are embedded-class general purpose cores computing on top of the conventional cache-DRAM memory hierarchy, as depicted in Figure 4, and thus amenable to the in-SSD memory wall. ASSASIN builds on top of these software architecture innovations in terms of NVMe command adaption and block-interface conformance but advances the hardware architecture with efficient flash data stream handling and addresses the in-SSD memory wall.

**Application-specific hardware architectures in computational SSD.** DedupInSSD [29] proposes hardware hash acceleration for in-SSD deduplication and showcase the SSD write latency reduction and lifespan improvement. CIDR [28] proposes more-tailed scalable hardware architecture for deduplication which utilizes additional scratchpads for signature management and integrates compress engines. LightStore [10] augments the general purpose architecture with a hardware network module to expose a scalable key-value storage onto the datacenter network. Caribou [14] further maps the flash management into hardware modules of cuckoo hash and slab allocation manager and also supports hardware accelerated in-SSD processing primitives like select and compression. GLister [31] proposes to integrate hardware sampling unit and a PE array in the SSD board for graph learning workloads to enjoy internal excessive storage bandwidth. GrafBoost [32] employs a sort-reduce accelerator in storage for vertex-centric graph processing. Deepstore [30] integrates systolic arrays at SSD, channel and chip-level for accelerated neural network inference. Thrifty [37] proposes chip-level binary compute accelerator and SSD-level training accelerator for hyper-dimension compute training.

Despite employing application-specific hardware architecture, in all above work except DeepStore and Thrifty, compute engines source flash data via SSD DRAM, thus amenable to SSD DRAM bottleneck. And the employment of hardware acceleration modules actually further increases the bandwidth requirements of SSD DRAM, as discussed in Section VI-B. Although channel and chip-level compute...
engine integration employed by Deepstore and Thrifty has the potential of addressing the SSD memory wall, it further requires application-specific control on data (SSD page) layout for parallelism exploitation. This is fine for neural network applications featuring regularly-shaped tensors which can be easily split into the flash array, but a deal breaker for general workloads with diverse basic unit sizes. ASSASIN, through pooling compute elements at the SSD-level, supports different basic unit sizes by piecing a unit form pages across channels and dies. ASSASIN addresses the memory wall while leaving the flash translation layer and the SSD interface unchanged.

**FPGA-based hardware architecture for computational SSD.** There is a middle ground of computational SSDs where an FPGA chip is integrated into the SSD board and assumes the computation responsibility [53]. This allows the storage vendor to either support more flexible and fast iterations through hardware reconfiguration or shift the responsibility of architecting the compute engines including both general-purpose or application-specific ones in computational SSDs to the customer, but at the cost of both increased power and silicon area compared with a fixed hardware architecture, and ease of use for requiring hardware expertises for reconfiguring the FPGA.

Both Insider [24] and Access [22] try to address the ease-of-use aspects by providing system software architecture support of file system filter [24] or pipe [22] abstractions for the FPGA computing kernels to enable easy system pipelines and embracing high-level synthesis for developing these kernels. However, because the SSD FPGA still fetches the data from SSD DRAM or even requires data to be staged in an additional FPGA DRAM [53], the in-SSD memory wall is left unaddressed. The workload and architecture knowledge distilled in ASSASIN is transferable to the FPGA-based architectures for computational SSDs.

**Disaggregated Storage.** Disaggregated storage is a different approach than computational storage. It has the advantage of separate management and scaling of compute and storage, thus allowing compute to scale out and catch up with continuously improving flash bandwidth. Good examples of disaggregated storage include JBOF with NVMe-oF [54] and Amazon EBS [55]. However, comparing to computational storage, it doesn’t offer the ability of matching more effective storage bandwidth to a single compute unit (a single point of consistency), and requires higher interconnect bandwidths and also puts high burdens of packets and data processing on the compute processors.

A related trend is Open-channel SSD [56] and Zoned Namespace SSD [57] that enable better control of placement and performance by externalizing management. But they do not address the system architecture aspects (driving more storage bandwidths, reducing interconnect bandwidth requirement, offloading packet and data processing) which computational storage strives for.

**VIII. Summary and future work**

The memory wall problem in the computational storage emerges when compute in storage tries to match the flash bandwidth. To characterize the problem clearly, we studied a broad range of research proposals for domain-specific properties that allow architecture innovations. Key insight arises that computational storage functions all feature implementations with streaming accesses to storage data and random accesses to function states of limited size.

Inspired by this insight, we designed ASSASIN, which allows inline stream computing on flash data streams through a hybrid high-bandwidth memory hierarchy composed of stream buffers and scratchpad and a streaming instruction-set extension. ASSASIN achieves 1.5x - 2.4x speedup on functions offloaded in storage which translates to 1.1x - 1.5x overall end-to-end speedup, compared to the state-of-the-art general-purpose computational SSD architecture.

There are a number of interesting directions for future work. Further distilling workload properties to shape an efficient compute ISA extension for computational SSDs is intriguing, as ASSASIN addresses the memory-intensive part. Since streaming workloads are also prevalent in general-purpose computing (i.e. servers in the cloud) environment, ‘backporting’ streaming architecture extension for computational storage to ‘upstream’ is also interesting.
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